Letterbox
Installation
Instructions

Summary:
1. Installation Option 1: Simply place your letterbox directly onto a level site prepared in the desired location.
2. Installation Option 2: Use a cement slab or paver to create a solid, level site to adhere your letterbox to
with Liquid Nails.

Installation Option 1:
Requirements:
Liquid Nails glue (for 2 piece letterboxes only)
a)

Prepare a level and firm site, approximately 45cm2. Remove any lawn or other growth.

b)

Place the letterbox in position on the prepared site. Use spirit level to ensure the base is level.

c)

 or all 2 piece letterboxes, it is necessary to connect the top and bottom pieces together with
F
Liquid Nails. Simply apply Liquid Nails to the top edge of the bottom piece, and set the top piece
of the letterbox in position, and leave to set. Be careful not to apply excess glue, as it may spread
to the outer surface of the letterbox.

d)

Your Elite Stoneware letterbox is ready to use.

Installation Option 2:
Requirements:
Instant Cement or Concrete Paver
Liquid Nails glue
a)

Prepare a level and firm site, approximately 45cm2. Remove any lawn or other growth.

b)

 repare concrete slab, approximately 45cm2 and 4cm thick OR use concrete paver of same size.
P
Use spirit level to ensure the site is level.

c)

 pply Liquid Nails to the inside edges of the base of the letterbox (to the surfaces that will meet
A
the concrete slab/paver. Be careful not to apply excess glue, as it may spread to the outer surface
of the letterbox.

d)

 lace in position on the prepared slab/paver and leave to set.
P
Use spirit level to ensure the base is level.

e)

 or all 2 piece letterboxes, it is necessary to connect the top
F
and bottom pieces together with Liquid Nails. Simply apply
Liquid Nails to the top edge of the bottom piece, and set the
top piece of the letterbox in position, and leave to set. Be
careful not to apply excess glue, as it may spread to the outer
surface of the letterbox.

f)

Once dry, your Elite Stoneware letterbox is ready to use.
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